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Asymmetry in top-antitop production 
Reconstruction level 

Generator  
level 

•  In early 80s asymmetry observed in   e+e-µ+µ- at sqrt
(s)=34.6 GeV<< MZ was used to verify the validity of 
EW theory (Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1701–1704 (1982)  

•  Similarly, asymmetry in                    production could give 
information about new physics 
•  Mediator with axial coupling in s-channel  
•  Abnormally enhanced t-channel production 

•  Complications: 
•  Top is not observed directly, but reconstructed 

through its decay products 
•  Proton and antiproton are not point-like objects, lab 

frame is different from rest frame 
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Definitions 
  Asymmetry defined for eeµµ	


  In proton-antiproton collisions θy 

  Δy is invariant to boosts along z-axis 

  Asymmetry based on Δy  is the same in 
lab and tt rest frame 

  Asymmetry based on rapidity of lepton 
from top decay 
  Lepton angles are measured with a good 

precision 

€ 

A =
N(cosθ > 0) − N(cosθ < 0)
N(cosθ > 0) + N(cosθ < 0)

€ 

Δy = yt − yt = ql (yleptonic − yhadronic )

€ 

A =
N(Δy > 0) − N(Δy < 0)
N(Δy > 0) + N(Δy < 0)

€ 

Al =
N(ql yl > 0) − N(ql yl < 0)
N(ql yl > 0) + N(ql yl < 0)
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History of measurements and predictions 

€ 

A(0.9 fb−1) = (12 ± 8)%
A(4.3 fb−1) = (8 ± 4)%
A(MC@NLO) = (0.8 ±1)%

D0, reconstruction level 

• PRL 100, 142002(2008) 

• ICHEP2010 

CDF, generator level 

• PRL 101, 202001(2008) 

• Phys. Rev. D 83,112003 (2011) 

€ 

A(1.9 fb−1) = (24 ±14)%
A(5.3 fb−1) = (15.7 ± 7.4)%
A(MC@NLO) = (5.0 ± 0.1)%
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Reconstruction of top-antitop signal 
Leptonic top 

Hadronic top 
1581 events pass the selection requirements in 5.4 fb-1 
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Require :
→1 lepton with pT > 20GeV
→ / E T > 20GeV
→≥ 4 jets with pT > 20GeV 
→leading jet with pT > 40GeV
→≥1 b - tag
→In kinematic fit constrain 
-MW = 80.4GeV
−Mt =172.5GeV
→Charge of lepton determines 
which reconstructed quark is top



Asymmetry at reconstruction level 
 Using kinematic variables of l+jets events construct a discriminant 

and fit events with Δy>0 and Δy<0 for top fraction  

€ 

A = (9.2 ± 3.6−0.9
+0.8)%⇔ A(MC@NLO) = (2.4 ± 0.3−0.5

+0.7)%
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Leading b-jet pT                               χ2 of kinematic fit          

              kTmin                                                    Mjj 

Discriminant, Δy<0 

Discriminant, Δy>0 
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Asymmetry dependence on Mtt and |Δy| 
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A = (9.2 ± 3.6−0.9
+0.8)%

A(MC@NLO) = (2.4 ± 0.3−0.5
+0.7)%



Generated asymmetry 
  “Unfolding” =correcting for acceptance 

(A) and detector resolution (S) 
  Method 1: 4 bin Likelihood unfolding : 
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Problem with Method 1: migration 
of events near inner bin edge 
(Δy0) is underestimated, while 
for the outer edge it is overestimated 
Solution: fine bins closer to Δy=0 

Problem: statistical fluctuations in 
data make the fine bin unfolding 
unstable 
Solution: employ regularization 
Bonus: reduced statistical 
uncertainties 
Method 2: fine bin unfolding with 
regularization 

€ 

A = (19.6 ± 6.0−2.6
+1.8)%
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€ 

 n reco = SA n gen ⇒
 n gen = A−1S−1 n reco

€ 

⇒ A = (16.9 ± 7.7−2.6
+1.8)%



Results for asymmetry, in % 
  Reconstruction level (experiments cannot be directly compared, only to 

Monte Carlo after reconstruction and selection) 
  D0 (5.4 fb-1)  
  MC@NLO (D0) 

  CDF (5.3 fb-1) 
  MC@NLO (CDF) 

  Generator level 
 (experiments can be directly compared) 

  D0 
  CDF 

  MC@NLO 

€ 

9.2 ± 3.6−0.9
+0.8

2.4 ± 0.3−0.5
+0.7

€ 

7.5 ± 3.7
2.4 ± 0.5

€ 

19.6 ± 6.0−2.6
+1.8

15.8 ± 7.2 ±1.7
5.0 ± 0.1
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Lepton-based asymmetry, in % 
  Since lepton direction is defined with a very good precision, lepton based 

asymmetry is simpler to extract 
  Lepton from top decay carries information about underlying asymmetry at 

production  
  Can be directly compared to theoretical predictions   
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€ 

Al =14.2 ± 3.7 ± 0.7
Al (MC@NLO) = 0.8 ± 0.3 ± 0.5

Generated level 

€ 

Al =15.2 ± 3.8−1.3
+1.0

Al (MC@NLO) = 2.1± 0.1
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Interpretation of the Asymmetry 
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  Coulomb repulsion 
  QED: e+µ+	


  QCD: quark-top 
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  Coulomb attraction 
  QED: e-µ+	


  QCD: antiquarkquark-top 



Predicted asymmetry in SM 
Born( αs

2 ) and box(αs
4 ) 

 Coulomb-like repulsion of 
top and quark and 
attraction of antitop and 
quark in QCD 

  Interference – αs
3 

  Positive asymmetry 
  Final state with no extra 

partons  small transverse 
momentum of the tt system 

ISR (αs
3 ) and FSR(αs

3) 
  Interference – αs

3 
  Negative asymmetry 
  Final state with extra gluons 
large transverse 
momentum of the tt system 

  Possible extra jets 

+ 

+ 

€ 

l+ ≥ 5 jets
data : −3.0 ± 7.8%
MC@NLO : −2.9 ± 0.7%

€ 

l + 4 jets
data :12.2 ± 4.2%
MC@NLO : 3.9 ± 0.3%
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Modeling of gluon radiation 
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  pT
tt spectrum suggests that gluon 

radiation might be mismodeled by 
MC@NLO+HERWIG 

   lower radiation is preferred  

  best agreement with PYTHIA ISR off 

  This suggests a higher contribution 
from 22 processes, e.g. Born+box 
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Asymmetry and gluon radiation 

  MC@NLO+HERWIG suggests strong dependence of asymmetry on pT
tt 

  Some PYTHIA tunes suggest even more dramatic dependence while other do not – the main parameter that 
affects this behavior is angular coherence of ISR 

  Asymmetry dependence on pT
tt is a source of systematic uncertainty on the measured value of asymmetry 

  Higher weight of 22 processes (Born+box) would shift the predicted asymmetry toward more positive and 
higher values 
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Conclusions 
  Using 5.4 fb-1 of data D0 measured 

asymmetry in top-antitop 
production  

  Asymmetry in leptons from top 
decay is  € 

A = (19.6 ± 6.0−2.6
+1.8)%

A(MC@NLO) = (5.0 ± 0.1)%

€ 

Al = (15.2 ± 3.8−1.3
+1.0)%

Al (MC@NLO) = (2.1± 0.1)%
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Systematics on A 
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Unfolding bias: as described in Sec. VI.612

TABLE VII. Systematic uncertainties on AFB.

Absolute uncertainty a (%)
Reconstruction level Prod. level

Source Prediction Measurement Measurement

Jet reco ±0.3 ±0.5 ±1.0
JES/JER +0.5 −0.5 −1.3
Signal modeling ±0.3 ±0.5 +0.3/−1.6
b-tagging - ±0.1 ±0.1
Charge ID - +0.1 +0.2/−0.1
Bg subtraction - ±0.1 +0.8/−0.7
Unfolding Bias - - +1.1/−1.0
Total +0.7/−0.5 +0.8/−0.9 +1.8/−2.6

a Only uncertainties above 0.1% are listed.

TABLE VIII. Systematic uncertainties on Al
FB.

Absolute uncertainty a (%)
Reconstruction level Prod. level

Source Prediction Measurement Measurement

Jet reco ±0.3 ±0.1 ±0.8
JES/JER +0.1 −0.4 +0.1/−0.6
Signal modeling ±0.3 ±0.5 +0.2/−0.6
b-tagging - ±0.1 ±0.1
Charge ID - +0.1 +0.2/−0.0
Bg subtraction - ±0.3 ±0.6
Total ±0.5 ±0.7 +1.0/−1.3

a Only uncertainties above 0.1% are listed.

IX. CROSS CHECKS613

A. Checks of the asymmetries simulated for614

W+jets background615

The measured tt̄ asymmetries depend on the input616

asymmetries of the W+jets background, which are taken617

from the simulation. W -boson production is asymmetric618

and strongly correlated with qlyl. However, the corre-619

lation with ∆y is weaker, as ∆y is reconstructed under620

the tt̄ hypothesis. As this hypothesis does not match the621

W+jets events, the production asymmetry is reduced. To622

study the W+jets background, we use events with no b-623

tagged jets, which are enriched in W+jets production.624

Their simulation matches data well, as shown in Fig. 5.625

To further check that the asymmetries reconstructed626

for W+jets events are properly simulated, we measure627

these asymmetries in data as follows. Instead of select-628

ing only events with at least one b-tagged jet, we also629

select events without a b-tagged jet, and divide the se-630

lected events into those with 0, 1, and ≥ 2 b-tagged jets.631

We then perform a simultaneous fit to these samples,632

with the asymmetry in the W+jets background as an633
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FIG. 5. The reconstructed (a) qlyl and (b) ∆y in events with
no b-tagged jets. In (b), the bin widths correspond to about
half of the detector resolution in ∆y.

additional fit parameter. Some of the observables used634

in the fit are defined assuming that there is a b-tagged635

jet. For the 0-tag sample those are calculated by treat-636

ing the leading jet as though it were b tagged. The fitted637

W+jets asymmetries, AFB = (4.1± 4.1)% and Al
FB =638

(15.1± 4.1)%, are in agreement with the simulated val-639

ues of AFB = (1.8± 1.4)% and Al
FB = (14.3± 1.4)% (all640

uncertainties are statistical).641

B. Dependence on magnet polarities642

The polarities of the D0 magnets, both the solenoid643

and toroid, are regularly and independently switched to644

minimize the potential impact of differences in detector645

acceptance and efficiency for positive and negative par-646

ticles. With fixed magnet polarities, localized detector647

problems may produce a bias, especially for Al
FB. We648

find no significant differences between Al
FB values mea-649

sured in subsamples with different solenoid and toroid650

polarities. In particular, if there were a bias related to651

the magnetic fields, we would expect the largest correla-652

tion to be between the muon-based asymmetry and the653

toroid field through a difference in acceptance for for-654

ward and backward muons. There is no evidence for this655

correlation in µ+jets data, where we find at reconstruc-656

tion level Al
FB = (17.3± 7.4)% for events with positive657

toroid polarity and Al
FB = (14.4± 6.7)% for events with658

negative polarity (all uncertainties are statistical).659



Systematics on Al 
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Unfolding bias: as described in Sec. VI.612

TABLE VII. Systematic uncertainties on AFB.

Absolute uncertainty a (%)
Reconstruction level Prod. level

Source Prediction Measurement Measurement

Jet reco ±0.3 ±0.5 ±1.0
JES/JER +0.5 −0.5 −1.3
Signal modeling ±0.3 ±0.5 +0.3/−1.6
b-tagging - ±0.1 ±0.1
Charge ID - +0.1 +0.2/−0.1
Bg subtraction - ±0.1 +0.8/−0.7
Unfolding Bias - - +1.1/−1.0
Total +0.7/−0.5 +0.8/−0.9 +1.8/−2.6

a Only uncertainties above 0.1% are listed.

TABLE VIII. Systematic uncertainties on Al
FB.

Absolute uncertainty a (%)
Reconstruction level Prod. level

Source Prediction Measurement Measurement

Jet reco ±0.3 ±0.1 ±0.8
JES/JER +0.1 −0.4 +0.1/−0.6
Signal modeling ±0.3 ±0.5 +0.2/−0.6
b-tagging - ±0.1 ±0.1
Charge ID - +0.1 +0.2/−0.0
Bg subtraction - ±0.3 ±0.6
Total ±0.5 ±0.7 +1.0/−1.3

a Only uncertainties above 0.1% are listed.

IX. CROSS CHECKS613

A. Checks of the asymmetries simulated for614

W+jets background615

The measured tt̄ asymmetries depend on the input616

asymmetries of the W+jets background, which are taken617

from the simulation. W -boson production is asymmetric618

and strongly correlated with qlyl. However, the corre-619

lation with ∆y is weaker, as ∆y is reconstructed under620

the tt̄ hypothesis. As this hypothesis does not match the621

W+jets events, the production asymmetry is reduced. To622

study the W+jets background, we use events with no b-623

tagged jets, which are enriched in W+jets production.624

Their simulation matches data well, as shown in Fig. 5.625

To further check that the asymmetries reconstructed626

for W+jets events are properly simulated, we measure627

these asymmetries in data as follows. Instead of select-628

ing only events with at least one b-tagged jet, we also629

select events without a b-tagged jet, and divide the se-630

lected events into those with 0, 1, and ≥ 2 b-tagged jets.631

We then perform a simultaneous fit to these samples,632

with the asymmetry in the W+jets background as an633
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FIG. 5. The reconstructed (a) qlyl and (b) ∆y in events with
no b-tagged jets. In (b), the bin widths correspond to about
half of the detector resolution in ∆y.

additional fit parameter. Some of the observables used634

in the fit are defined assuming that there is a b-tagged635

jet. For the 0-tag sample those are calculated by treat-636

ing the leading jet as though it were b tagged. The fitted637

W+jets asymmetries, AFB = (4.1± 4.1)% and Al
FB =638

(15.1± 4.1)%, are in agreement with the simulated val-639

ues of AFB = (1.8± 1.4)% and Al
FB = (14.3± 1.4)% (all640

uncertainties are statistical).641

B. Dependence on magnet polarities642

The polarities of the D0 magnets, both the solenoid643

and toroid, are regularly and independently switched to644

minimize the potential impact of differences in detector645

acceptance and efficiency for positive and negative par-646

ticles. With fixed magnet polarities, localized detector647

problems may produce a bias, especially for Al
FB. We648

find no significant differences between Al
FB values mea-649

sured in subsamples with different solenoid and toroid650

polarities. In particular, if there were a bias related to651

the magnetic fields, we would expect the largest correla-652

tion to be between the muon-based asymmetry and the653

toroid field through a difference in acceptance for for-654

ward and backward muons. There is no evidence for this655

correlation in µ+jets data, where we find at reconstruc-656

tion level Al
FB = (17.3± 7.4)% for events with positive657

toroid polarity and Al
FB = (14.4± 6.7)% for events with658

negative polarity (all uncertainties are statistical).659
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